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A ramjet combustion chamber is designed and some initial assembly fabrication and test
completed as a component of a ramjet graduate project for California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The combustor design is driven by a
theoretical model created by a Cal Poly graduate student, Harrison Sykes. Temperature,
pressure, and fuel flow will be measured.
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I. Introduction

T

he following paper details the team project to build a ramjet engine per the thesis of graduate student Harrison
Sykes, “Baseline Performance of Ramjet Engine”. The ramjet project is designed to be used for senior level labs
and graduate level research. The working principle of the ramjet is to first decelerate high speed air flow to create
high pressure and low speed, then mix and combust fuel, and finally expel hot air with burnt fuel out the
converging-diverging nozzle. The ramjet engine in this work has a nominal operation point of Mach 3.3 for the inlet,
a maximum static temperature of 953 Fahrenheit, and a maximum static pressure of 31.635psi.
The ramjet engine is mounted to the exit nozzle of the Supersonic Wind Tunnel (SSWT). The duct area
dimensions of the ramjet engine are 4.937 inches wide by 4.785 inches high to match the exit nozzle of the Super
Sonic Wind Tunnel. The overall length of the ramjet engine is six feet long. The length is broken into three equal
sections of two feet for the compressor, the combustor, and the nozzle, as shown below in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Ramjet engine diagram. The three sections of the ramjet are show, the Inlet, the Combustor, and
the Nozzle. This report will focus on the combustor.
A ramjet, once again, is a type of jet engine that uses the forward motion of the engine to compress the incoming
air pre-combustion, rather than using a compressor, as seen in a typical air breathing jet engine. The three major
sections of any given ramjet are the inlet, the combustor, and the nozzle.1
The inlet slows and compresses the high speed air before it passes through the combustor. A majority of ramjets
function in supersonic flight, and utilize shock waves to slow the flow to a suitable velocity for the combustor.
Subsonic ramjets do not require such complexity to slow the flow, so a simple hole is sufficient.
The combustor injects fuel into the flowing air, and then ignites it. Fuel pressure and fuel flow to the fuel
injector must be high enough such that the necessary fuel to air ratio for stoichiometry is maintained. But fuel flow
should not exceed the stoichiometric range or else the flow with be saturated with fuel, or fuel rich, to the point that
the flow will not ignite. The fuel injector ideally atomizes the fuel flow such that fuel can better mix with the air
flowing through the engine. To maintain flame stability, a flame holder is typically used. The flame holder further
slows the flow and creates a recirculation region to allow the flame to propagate. A flame holder can be as simple as
a flat plate. The flame holder shelters the flame and improves fuel mixing. Since there is no turbine downstream,
the combustor stoichiometric fuel to air ratio. Such fuel is kerosene or kerosene based jet fuel.2
The nozzle expels the exhaust at an accelerated rate to produce thrust. For subsonic operation a converging
nozzle is ideal, while a converging-diverging nozzle is used for supersonic operation.
The remainder of this report will focus on the combustor and make the assumption that the air flow entering the
combustor is subsonic.
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II. Apparatus and Procedure
A. Apparatus
1. Primary Combustion Chamber
The ramjet combustor consists of three major components: fuel injector, flame
holder, and igniter. The fuel used is Jet-A, with a specific heat of 18550 BTU per
lbm. The fuel injector used in this design is that of a General Electric J85 turbojet
engine afterburner. This fuel injector was primarily selected due to convenience
and the pushed pace of this project, in an attempt to fully fabricate and test. This
fuel injector consists of 3 small rods of varying lengths, with holes drilled just short
of the end of each rod. The 3 rods step down in sizes an inch at a time, with the
largest being around 4 inches, as seen in Fig. 2 Given an inlet condition of 3.3
Mach, at -300 degrees Fahrenheit, and at 0.0005 slugs per cubic foot (static
temperature and density). The target exit condition of 2.0 Mach, 405 degrees
Fahrenheit, and 0.0004 slugs per cubic foot. From the analysis it is determined that
500 BTU/lbm heat energy added to the flow. This means the fuel injector must
expel jet fuel at a rate of 0.012 gallon per second to achieve minimal stoichiometry
conditions for ignition. It is permanently mounted forward in the combustor to
allow for ample mixing time, before reaching the nozzle of the engine. But the fuel
injector is also positioned such that the flame holder may be placed upstream of it.
In order to deliver fuel to the fuel injector a special fuel pump must be used. The
fuel pump used was developed by a previous senior project.3 The fuel pump is
capable of supplying 44 gallons per hour. This equates to 0.0122 gallons per
second, just above what is needed for stoichiometry. The required fuel to air ratio
determine from stoichiometry was 0.03.
The flame holder is two flat plates forming a wedge with an angle of 34
degrees mounted to a half inch diameter rod, as seen in Fig. 3. From research 34
Figure 2. Fuel Injector.
degrees was selected as ideal for a simple wedge.4,5 Many shapes are possible and
General
Electric
J85
were considered, but due to the timeline once again and the need to manufacture
Afterburner fuel injector to
this rapidly, the simple singular wedge was selected. These three parts are
be used.
machined from stainless steel rated for high temperatures. The combustion
chamber is estimated to reach 950 degrees Fahrenheit. The stainless steel (Type 304) that was selected is rated for
1500 degrees Fahrenheit. The rod is threaded at both ends to
allow for nut and washers to mount it the strut rail system
mounted on the top and bottom of the test section of the
combustor.
The rail system allows the flame holder to be
positioned at a location of the operator’s choosing. The fuel
injector is permanently fixed in the channel, while the flame
holder will be able to repositioned and secured using nuts and
washers on each end of the flame holder rod.
The final component to the combustor is the igniter. The
igniter is simply two wires arcing. These wires are shielded with
silica sleeving rated for high temperatures. They are mounted in
the rail system and routed to each side of the flame holder rod, in
the excess space in each strut.
Another critical aspect to this whole design, was that it was
Figure 3. Flame holder. Flame holder/Baffle
required to be modular. Meaning that, any component, or the
creates turbulence in the flow.
whole combustion chamber itself, could easily be replaced. This
was with the intent that future students, with their own designs, could test their hardware, in place of this setup. This
allows for great development of the ramjet, as well as the testing of more radical designs.
2. Fuel Injector Test Set
The fuel flow rate of the fuel pump is known to be 44 gallons per hour. But the fuel flow rate of the pump when
integrate with the fuel injector was unknown. Thus a separate test set was built to hold the fuel injector and to
contain the spray. This setup consisted of two square pieces of wood, that were one foot by one foot and a half inch
thick, that were secured using four all-thread rods and several nuts and washers. A graduated beaker is placed
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between the two pieces of wood, to contain and measure the fuel flow. The fuel injector is mounted in the top piece
of wood and the fuel pump’s outlet is attached. The fuel pump requires 12 Volts DC. The inlet of the fuel pump is
place in a reservoir containing the Jet-A fuel. This all may be seen in greater detail in the Appendix.
B. Procedure
1. Primary Procedure
The primary procedure may be referred to in Harrison Sykes’ paper. The flame holder is mounted per the
operator’s choosing and secured to the struts via nuts and washers. In Fig. 1, the flame holder is mounted
downstream of the fuel injector. Mounting the flame holder up stream of the fuel injector is also an option. The
thermally insulated wires are the placed through their hole, into the system, and routed through the strut, to just aft
of the flame holder.
After sealing up the ramjet, Sykes discusses the formal procedure to running the ramjet. This begins with
running the supersonic wind tunnel without fuel at first to let the flow stabilize. Once the flow was stable, fuel
would then be injected and ignited, and run for a short duration. The fuel pump would then be shut off, while the
wind tunnel remains running to rapidly cool and flush the system. This again is elaborated in much greater detail in
Sykes’ paper.
2. Fuel Injector Test Set
The fuel pump is supplied with 12 volts DC. Once the flow has achieved steady state, then the operator records
the time elapsed to fill a predetermined volume. Upon completion the operator removes the 12 volts and drains the
system and pours the fuel contained in the beaker, back into the reservoir.

III. Analysis
Thrust is the main goal of the ramjet engine and thrust is
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Given a mass flow rate for the air travelling through the section and an ideal fuel to air ratio from stoichiometry,
mass flow rate for the fuel is
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From there a new mass flow rate for the overall flow can be determined,
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Dividing the mass flow rate of the fuel and the mass flow rate of the newly mixed flow, a new fuel to flow ratio
is determined
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Using that new ratio along with the known heat energy of the fuel,
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the heat energy of the flow can now be determined.
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IV. Results and Discussion
A. Fuel Injector prototype testing
The first thing that required testing was the fuel injector combined with the ramjet fuel pump. This was to verify
that the fuel pump combined with the fuel injector could deliver the needed fuel flow for stoichiometric conditions.
It is known that the fuel pump is capable of pumping 0.0122 gallons per sec of jet fuel, which is just above what is
needed at 0.012 gallons per sec. But it is not known what this rate will be when sent through fuel injector. So a test
set was built to contain the fuel injector and to measure the fuel flow with a graduated beaker. This can be seen in
the appendix. It was then integrated with the fuel pump and tested with jet fuel. The pump and fuel injector were
then timed to determine how fast they could fill a predetermined volume, and thus fuel flow could be calculated.
Two runs were executed, one for 100 ml and one for 600 ml. The results are tabulated in Table 1. The resulting fuel
flow is off by a factor greater than 20, compared to the stoichiometric requirement. This result was verified with
two other General Electric J85 Afterburner Fuel Injectors. During each run, a noticeable amount of bubbles were
generated from the fuel injector as it sprayed, and this was believed to be the atomization of the fuel. But the
required fuel flow rate was not maintained with this atomization.
Table 1 Fuel Flow of Fuel Injector w/ Fuel Pump

Volume (ml)
100
600

Time (sec)
48
315

Resulting Fuel Flow (gal/sec)
0.00055
0.00050

B. Overall combustion chamber
The overall design was to be contained by two plates mounted above and below the test section. On each inward
face of the plate, struts were to be welded, to act as a rail system for the rest of the assembly. The fuel injector
would then be fixed to the forward end of the system. The flame holder is then mounted via nuts and washers to the
rails. The wires would be attached inside of the rails and router to the flame holder, where during the test, would
ignite the flow. This can be more clearly seen in the solid model in the Appendix. The top and bottom plates were
modified to two plates each, to ease fabrication. The flame holder wedge was to be formed from a rod and two flat
stainless steel plates that were all welded together. Due to delays in acquiring parts, minimal fabrication for the
combustion chamber was completed. The chamber assembly was not completed; therefore tests of the complete
combustor assembly were not completed.

V. Future Work
Since the combustion chamber was unable to be built due to numerous delays, completing fabrication is one
clear areas of future work. Completing the machining and assembly of the combustion chamber, so that it may be
tested as a whole with the rest of the ramjet.
It is not certain whether the fuel pump is capable of generating the pressure needed for the J85 to successful
atomize the flow and maintain fuel flow rate for stoichiometry. If the fuel pump is determined to be the problem, it
would need to be replaced. Another option is to replace the fuel injector with something else, such that the fuel flow
is not restricted, but atomization of the fuel is still needed. The final option which was strongly being looked at for
this project was to change the length of the flame holder, to vary the area, to vary the mass flow rate to the required
amount.
Another interesting part of this project, is the modularity of this ramjet system. Meaning that anyone, with any
configuration for the combustion chamber, or any other section of the ramjet for that matter, may build their own
section and substitute it in, and test it. Also the flame holder in this design is may be repositioned to where ever the
operator chooses. This let the operator find the ideal location for combustor, or oppositely, find the areas not ideal
for combustion. This repositioning of the flame holder includes, placing the flame holder upstream or downstream
of the fuel injector. It was never verified for certain whether to place the flame holder forward or aft of the fuel
injector, so this would be a good area to explore. Numerous texts placed the fuel injector well upstream of the flame
holder, but some others place the fuel injector downstream, or within the flame holder. Thus this would be
interesting to look at. There were also countless other flame holder designs to choose from. Anyone in the future
could design, build, and test their own flame holder to see if it yields better or worse characteristics than the 34
degree wedge. The other large intent is for this hardware to become a future lab at Cal Poly where future Aerospace
students can, experiment, and test designs of their choosing.
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Appendix
Code:
% Paul Stone - Harrison Sykes
% Conbustor Prediciton Code
function [M_fm,mdota,T_c,rho_c,p0_c,p_c,T0_c,rho0_c]=...
paulcombustor(M_i, gamma, gamma_ic, f_a, mdota, T_ic, rho_ic, p_ic,
p0_ic, T0_ic, rho0_ic)
%%% fuel mix
mdotf = mdota*f_a;
mdotaf = mdota+mdotf;
f_af = mdotf/mdotaf; % fuel/(air + fuel) ratio;
[T_fm_T_ic, T0_fm_T0_ic, p_fm_p_ic, p0_fm_p0_ic, rho_fm_rho_ic,...
rho0_fm_rho0_ic, M_fm] = IsentropicGAMMA(M_i, gamma, gamma_ic);
T_fm = T_fm_T_ic.*T_ic;
rho_fm = rho_fm_rho_ic.*rho_ic;
% slug/ft^3
p0_fm = p0_fm_p0_ic.*p0_ic;
p_fm = p_fm_p_ic.*p_ic;
T0_fm = T0_fm_T0_ic.*T0_ic;
rho0_fm = rho0_fm_rho0_ic.*rho0_ic;
%%% Combuster
eta = .8; % something to take efficiency of fuel mixture and how much heat
goes into the walls
Qf = 18550; % BTU/lbm-jeta 43.15 MJ/kg-jeta
Qaf = Qf*f_af*eta;
Cp = 0.55; % BTU/lbm .F air/jet fuel mix
Exhaust = {0.728,'Nitrogen';0.1296, 'CO2'; .1404, 'H2O'};
%[T0_c_T0_fm,T_c_T_fm,p0_c_p0_fm,p_c_p_fm,V_c_V_fm,M_c] = ...
%
RayleighLineFlow(M_fm, gamma_c, Qaf, T0_ic, Cp);
[T0_c_T0_fm,T_c_T_fm,p0_c_p0_fm,p_c_p_fm,V_c_V_fm,M_c,gamma_c, Cp_c, R_c] =
...
RayleighNonConstGammaENG(M_fm, gamma_ic, Qaf, T0_ic, Cp, Exhaust);
T_c = T_c_T_fm.*T_fm;
%rho_c = rho_c_rho_fm.*rho_fm;
% slug/ft^3
p0_c = p0_c_p0_fm.*p0_fm;
p_c = p_c_p_fm.*p_fm;
T0_c = T0_c_T0_fm.*T0_fm;
%rho0_c = rho0_c_rho0_fm.*rho0_fm;
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Fuel Injector Test Set:
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Combustion Chamber Design:
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Fuel Injector:

Flame holder/Baffle:
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